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Exquisitely Beautiful Antique Carpets

“One of the World’s Best Sources of Antique Rugs”   
Financial Times

Antique Oriental Art Carpets



            e offer a vast collection of art-level antique Oriental rugs woven 100 to 200 

years ago by the finest weavers of a tradition passed down for over two millennia.  

The difference in impact from the mass-produced, handmade rugs commonly found 

today is unfathomable.

Our rugs possess great individuality in their pattern language and a painter’s sensitivity 

in their color palettes, often with rarely seen, nuanced hues. We offer the sublime 

rather than the mundane — artworks that express an unquestionable joie de vivre  

that literally transform a home decor.  

W

Exemplifying the art-level antique rugs in our collection, an awe-inspiring 140-year-old carpet in which 
innovation abounds, highlighted by its singular golden field and diminutive medallion. 

at left  Persian Serapi  |  8' 9" x 12' 1", circa 1875

Welcome to a
World of Enrapturing Beauty
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Living with Antique  
Art Rugs Throughout  

the Home

For over three decades, President Jan David 

Winitz and his expert staff have worked closely 

with families on five continents to create 

extended suites of breathtaking antique rugs. 

These clients experience that our antique art 

carpets have the uncanny ability to  interplay 

with their furniture, other works of art and 

architectural details to unify each space of their 

home into a harmonious whole.

Our clients become inspired to use their carpets 

in spaces such as libraries, bedrooms, and 

hallways. Recognizing that their environments 

gain a level of warmth and graciousness that 

they could not have even imagined, a growing 

number contact us to do whole home displays.



Demonstrating the sense of great movement and visual depth seen in top-tier 19th century rugs; with an intentionally asymmetrical positioning  
of its design elements and frequent shifts of hue in its garden-like colors.   

Persian Sultanabad  |  10' 8" x 13' 3", third quarter, 19th century
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With staggering attention to detail and a spirited formality; a large room-size carpet designed to unify a space 
with its delicately outlined, lobed centerpiece and circulating vinery in bloom.  

Persian Ferahan Sarouk  |  10' 8" x 14' 6", late 19th century
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A profoundly creative example of a beloved geometric style presenting a grand scale of design, spaciously placed, totemic motifs and aged colors;  
a stunning tribally-inspired carpet for eloquent interior design.  

Persian Serapi   |  9' 8" x 12' 8", third quarter, 19th century

• Explore over 850 antique rugs from our vast 
 collection in crystal-clear, full-screen images.

• See over 100 diverse interiors showing how  
 clients use our carpets.

• Read articles featuring us in The Wall  
 Street Journal, Financial Times and many  
 other periodicals.

• Read informational articles by president  
 Jan David Winitz on:  
  Various types of rugs 
  Recognizing quality 
  Decorating with antique rugs 
  Rug care 
  Connoisseurship 
  Rugs as a bona fide art form 
  Our popular long-term exchange policy

• View videos on a range of relevant topics. 

Our Website— 
claremontrug.com

Caucasian Daghestan  |  4' 2" x 6' 4", circa 1875
Representing our expansive, world-class collection of much-loved antique Caucasian tribal rugs, a distinctive piece with an inventive 
color shift in its radiant cerulean blue field.
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“A specific rug can change a room, just as a specific piece of art can change a room.  
The intrinsic value of living with them is just incredible.” — A longtime Claremont client 
commenting in an article featuring us in Robb Report’s Collection magazine. 

In a style sought out by the world’s most sophisticated interior designers, with exotic color combinations and large-scale stylized designs;  
a virtuoso piece especially prized for its rarely found 12½' x 16' size. 

Persian Ziegler Sultanabad   |  12' 4" x 15' 10", circa 1875
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A standout in an esteemed style among our clients who appreciate living with sophisticated artistry and superb craftsmanship,  
an evocative carpet whose every blossom has an enrapturing individuality, as seen in the detail on the left.  

Persian Ferahan Sarouk  |  8' 8" x 11' 1", third quarter, 19th century
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A rustic, idiosyncratic carpet of continually evolving abstracted leaf and plant forms drawn with great asymmetry and humor; satisfying the 
aesthetic of tribal rug lovers in a room-size format.  

Persian Heriz  |  8' 2" x 12' 4", late 19th century
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An area rug quite unlike any other, dexterously juxtaposing expansive medallions with unfathomable detail work; boasting consummate  
craftsmanship, shimmering jewel tones, and superb condition.   

on right  Persian Ferahan  |  4' 5" x 6' 1", circa 1875
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A majestic, connoisseur caliber carpet with a mesmerizing centerpiece, celestial blue reserve and virtuoso clarity of design within multiple borders;  
its wonderful condition at great age enhancing its investment potential.  

Persian Halvai Bijar  |  9' 8" x 12' 10", circa 1850

From the over 300 area-size antique rugs on our website alone — all of which are imaginative art pieces; an early rug of singular elegance  
perfect for display on floor or wall.    

on left  Persian Laver Kirman  |  4' 4" x 6' 3", circa 1850

Our area-size rugs (3'x4' to 5'x8') 
have always had an impassioned 
following among our clients. We  
offer only those pieces that present  
a refreshingly individual use of design 
and supremely balanced color, 
resulting in a deeply compelling 
artistic statement.
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Along with using them on the floor, many 
clients hang our rugs as wall art. They 
find that the best pieces are remarkably 
complementary with both contemporary and 
traditional paintings and sculpture. Their rugs 
become a lifestyle investment that doesn’t 
just accessorize the home. Rather they 
immeasurably enhance the character of their 
surroundings, while functioning as a most 
enjoyable method of capital preservation.

Displaying Antique  
Rugs as Art 



From among the many masterpieces in our collection, with an alluring allover pattern, myriad nuanced details and extremely fine weave;  
especially fitting for a home with exotic woods and paneling.

Persian Ferahan  |  11' 4" x 14' 7", circa 1875
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Another example of the magic of our 19th century Caucasian tribal rugs, presenting many fascinating hues and a dynamic composition replete  
with charming mythical animals across its entire field.     

on right  Caucasian Shirvan Animal Rug  |  3' 9" x 5' 3", circa 1875

A formal rug of extraordinarily fine weave, crystal clear drawing and showcasing a splendid, deeply saturated palette; suitable for memorable  
floor display or collection.  

on left  Persian Ferahan Sarouk  |  4' 5" x 6' 10", late 19th century
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Radiating an entrancing patina, a profoundly artful carpet with multiple, dissimilar medallions and warm copper field; exemplifying 
the singularity of our assemblage of very large carpets for quintessential home design.  

below   Persian Sultanabad  |  14' 8" x 20' 2", circa 1850

On a grand scale and in fabulous condition, an exquisite carpet attributed to the renowned rug designer, Hadji Jallili; its graceful  
concentricity adorned with an array of detailed flowers and leaves, all bordered with sublime elegance.  

at left   Persian Hadji Jallili Tabriz  |  12' 5" x 19', late 19th century

Clients come to us from around the globe for our extensive collection of extremely hard-to-find antique art carpets in sizes 
11'x15' to 18'x30' to integrate the grand rooms of their homes. See a sampling of over 150 pieces on our website.

For the Major Rooms in Your Home



A stellar member of the high mountain Kazak 
rugs, esteemed for their evocative, age-old 
symbols; a collectible piece offering a compelling 
simplicity of design and rare aqua field. 

Caucasian Fachralo Kazak   
4' 11" x 6' 3" 
third quarter, 19th century
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Antique art rugs are an iconic 
element that can define 
space in open floor plans, 
provide intimacy to a seating 
area, display splendidly in 
passageways, and add an 
unparalleled grandeur to 
your largest spaces.

EXPERTISE 
Our rug consultants are experts in our 
field who pride themselves on offering 
invaluable guidance to clients regarding 
purchasing, decorating and collecting.

APPROVAL SHIPPING 
Long-distance clients appreciate our 
convenient, cost-efficient Shipping on 
Approval Service, including arranging for 
installation by local staff.

IN-HOME SHOPPING 
For larger projects, we do in-home  
rug presentations virtually anywhere  
in the U.S.A.

LONG-TERM EXCHANGE POLICY  
Our written guarantee is invaluable to 
clients who move to new residences or 
wish to explore new styles.

Our Unique  
Concierge Services
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From the rarest of geometric room-size carpets widely sought out by folkloric art connoisseurs; an inventive rug reveling in springtime  
imagery of budding flowers and plants, ideal for a memorable casual décor.  

Persian Bakshaish  |  9' 2" x 13' 2", third quarter, 19th century
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A masterwork of this singular carpet style used to create a subtle ambiance in sophisticated, formal interior design; a graceful carpet with an 
understated palette and superb craftsmanship.

Indian Amritsar | 8' 10" x 11' 10", third quarter, 19th century
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A regal carpet in the classical style, offering very desirable oversize dimensions and extraordinarily good floor condition;  
its inimitable pale golden apricot base supporting an exquisite display of sublimely toned floral forms.   

Persian Kermanshah  |  11' 4" x 15' 8", late 19th century
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Exemplifying the artistry that has captured the imagination of many art collectors, its powerful axis of elemental star forms and potent colors  
creating a powerful immediacy. 

on right  Caucasian Lesghi  |  3' 7" x 6' 10", 3rd quarter, 19th century

Demonstrating the tremendous diversity of 19th century Caucasian rugs; a highly prized collectible tribal rug with stunning clarity of design,  
the result of unusually fine knotting.

on left   Caucasian  “Dragon Kuba” |  3' 11" x 4' 10", circa 1850

For those desiring to 
carve out a particular 
collection niche, one of 
the most compelling is 
the Caucasian tribal rugs 
with their 85 subgroups.

In an unusually large size for a tribal rug, big enough to anchor an entire space; evoking a surprising contemporary atmosphere  
in exotic hues including leaf green, walnut, and dark teal.   

Caucasian Sewan Kazak  |  6' 3" x 8' 2", dated 1904
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Reflecting Bakshaish's signature freehand, asymmetrical approach to a repeating pattern and masterly handling of color striation; a subtly  
alluring carpet ideal for either a formal or casual setting.

Persian Bakshaish  |  9' 4" x 11' 3", circa 1875
A perennial favorite style of our clients for its regal way of unifying a room; a spectacular example with a supremely impactful color shift near  
the top of the field, a grandly scaled medallion and fascinating, spacious design. 

Persian Serapi  |  9' 10" x 14', third quarter, 19th century
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“Born into a New York family of scientists and art collectors, Winitz inherited a collection of great rugs  

and a love of art” (Financial Times). After graduating with an MA in Education from University of  

California Berkeley, he opened Claremont Rug Company in 1980 and over time has built a global 

reputation among collectors and connoisseurs. 

Mr. Winitz maintains his own private clientele, assisting families to assemble whole home carpet 

displays and to build private collections of high-collectible antique rugs. He is intimately involved in 

all aspects of the company, working personally with our staff of carpet consultants, our international 

buying team, and our “Concierge Services” program. 

The author of “The Guide to Purchasing Oriental Carpets” and many published articles that are  

available on our website, he has been interviewed by the Wall Street Journal, New York Times,  

Financial Times and numerous art publications.

(Contact us to order free copies of the five articles Mr. Winitz has written on different aspects of antique rugs 

for The Chubb Insurance Collectors Newsletter.)

Jan David Winitz, President and Founder

Also Visit  Claremont II

www.claremontrug.com   |   800-441-1332   |   +1-510-654-0816   |   info@claremontrug.com  

Antique Oriental Art Carpets

Our boutique gallery is the ideal venue to discover distinctive early 20th century  
Oriental rugs that combine elegance and durability.

1813 Fourth Street, Berkeley, CA 94710    |    800-883-1815   |   510-883-1300    |     www.claremontrug.com/claremont2

    

Exemplifying the artistic heights achieved by Persian classical weaving nearly 170 years ago; with stunning imagery and  
sublime colors celebrating the heavenly beauty of the natural world. 

Persian Laver Kirman “Tree of Life”  |  9' 8" x 12' 8", circa 1850
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Address Service Requested

6087 Claremont Avenue 
Oakland, CA  94618  USA

800-441-1332, Int’l: (+1) 510-654-0816 
info@claremontrug.com 

 
Located just 15 minutes  

from downtown San Francisco

Monday-Saturday 11:00 to 6:00 
For the best service,  

an appointment is suggested.

Exemplifying the singular  
artistry of the antique carpets in 

our vast collection, each piece 
individually chosen for its tasteful, 

unique decorative impact.

Wall Street Journal 

Financial Times

New York Times 

Robb Report

San Francisco Chronicle

Art & Antiques 

Art News 

Chubb Insurance  
Collector’s Newsletter 

Apollo Magazine (UK)

Carpet Collector (Germany)

Private Air /Luxury Homes

Gulfstream Nonstop magazine 

Read articles featuring us on  

claremontrug.com  
from the following publications:

All carpet photography by Michael Irwin.   
Brochure printed on 110# Topkote Gloss Cover and 
100# Topkote Book, papers made under the highest 

of environmental management standards.

Persian Serab Camel Hair
7' 9" x 13' 10", 3rd quarter, 19th century
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The only Oriental  
rug firm ever honored  

as Robb Report’s  
“Best of the Best”

Antique Oriental Art Carpets
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